An education and advocacy organization for young children that includes a children’s museum, robust outreach programming, a childcare center, and multiple preschools.

Project Scope
Develop a turnkey solution that Greentrike can leverage to identify and refine areas and properties for early education programs within Pierce County. The underlying model should:
1) Increase community access to high-quality programs
2) Enable Greentrike to achieve strategic and financial objectives

Areas of Exploration
- GROWTH (PROGRAM EXPANSION)
- SUPPLY & DEMAND
- REGULATIONS
- INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Tech Stack | Open Source | Low Cost

Feedback Loop
Model prepares listings to recommend on the next iteration
Greentrike User Receives Email
Greentrike User Accesses Google Sheet with Properties
Greentrike User Scores Properties and sends back email
Greentrike User reviews census and property data for each listing

Predictive Power | Dynamic | Forced Multiplier

Opportunities & Next Steps
DATA DISCOVERY MARKETING FUNDING = COMMUNITY EXPANSION